
Date Time APC_Representative Description of Engagement Stakeholder Stakeholder comments/issues
Proponent response and/or 

resolution
Stakeholder response

04-Jul-16

Spoke to Fiona Sharpe re separating the test 

pumping program from the trial evaporation 

ponds

Department of Environment 

Regulation

FS is waiting for GPH to forward a 

letter explaining the test pumping 

process and our plan for it. FS 

unsure if GPH will need a Works 

Approval if pump discharged onto 

lake surface.

MS undertook to e-mail FS in the 

first instance, and to then follow up 

with a letter including site 

photographs of proposed discharge 

sites, and a detailed explanation of 

the planned test pumping program.

04-Jul-16 Email sent 4/7/16 16:56, cc’d LC and CK.
Department of Environment 

Regulation
n/a

Email sent 4/7/16 16:56, cc’d LC 

and CK.

24-Jul-16 Letter sent to info@der.wa.gov.au and FS
Department of Environment 

Regulation

LT described separation of test 

pumping and trial pnds and asked 

for clarification on DER's permitting 

role

23-Jun-16
Met with Bruce Smith, local indigenous man in 

Kalgoorlie. Meeting organised by Tony Crook.
Local indigenous groups

Bruce has forwarded a proposal for 

the conduct of a heritage survey at 

Lake Wells over the area proposed 

to be used by GPH for the 

Evaporation Pond Trial Exploration 

Program

GPH (MS) is considering the 

proposal and has asked 

anthropological consultant Daniel 

de Gand to review and comment 

prior to responding to Bruce

25-Jul-16 phone call to Daniel de Gand Local indigenous groups

DD will send me a quote and 

timetable for completing the 

heritage anthropology work for LW

MS agreed that GPH will take care 

of the logistics and financial side 

with the indigenous groups

26-Jul-16 phone call to Bruce Smith Local indigenous groups

Bruce said 6 people including him 

and Aubrey would be required on 

the survey, and that dates from 15 

August to 20 August were suitable

MS agreed to the rates proposed 

based on only 6 people being 

required for 3 days: 1 travel, 1 

work, 1 travel.

27-Jul-16
phone call to Jacqui Middleton/DMP Team 

Leader Mid-West Region

Department of Mines and 

Petroleum

msg re updating JM et al on the 

small change to the plan going 

forward - want to speak about 

disclocating bore tests from evap 

trial ponds

25-Jul-16 phone call Les Smith
Les & Jenny Smith: Lake Wells 

Station Owners

MS to visit Coolup on Friday 29 

July am to discuss progress and 

plans

27-Jul-16 e-mail to Jacqui Middleton et al
Department of Mines and 

Petroleum

asking for a meeting to outline 

amendments to exploration 

program

02-Aug-16 phone call to Fiona Sharpe
Department of Environment 

Regulation

FS advised that she had drafted a 

LT in response to my LT to her 26 

July. Was waiting for manager to 

sign it. FS then e-mailed LT to MS 

later in the afternoon.

MS forwarded to Lisa Chandler for 

comment. LT agrees that DER 

have no permit jurisdiction re test 

pumping program proposed but 

GPH are liable should enviro 

damage be done.

04-Aug-16 phone call to Jenny Smith

Jenny confirming that Austral drill 

rig arrival date had been postponed 

to between 8 August and 14 August

MS confirmed

05-Aug-16
e-mail to Luke Lovelll, Jacqui Middleton, Laura 

Copeland, Ian Mitchell

Department of Mines and 

Petroleum

After lodging the PoW and XS 

tonnage application for the trenches 

on 38/2742 I e-mailed to advise I 

had done the same

08-Aug-16 e-mail ex Laura Copeland
Department of Mines and 

Petroleum
Corro saved to file -

10-Aug-16 visited Les and Jenny Smith at their Coolup farm
Les & Jenny Smith: Lake Wells 

Station Owners

LS said he was fine with the local 

indigenous elders surveying on his 

pastoral lease

MS discussed the pending bore 

installation program, the 

subsequent test pumping program 

and the heritage survey work that 

will conducted at LW next week

JS advised that she would not be 

able to do the catering for GPH this 

campaign due to a family medical 

matter. MS said that GPH will 

attend to this.



09-Aug-16
p/call to Rob IRWIN at DMP re additional 

information requested via e-mail to B Siggs

Department of Mines and 

Petroleum

See e-mail to B Siggs forwarded to 

MS on 9/8/16

MS e-mailed Rob Irwin with 

detailed response to his queries re 

the purpose of the sumps at 

E38/2742 & 2114

Letters of Approval issued 9 August 

2016

08-Mar-17 10:00:00 AM BDS Meeting - Lake Wells Station summarising APC 

activities planned at Lake Wells Station March-

April 2017

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith BDS tabled and handed over hard 

copy APC Activities Plan for March-

April 2017 and timing with focus on 

Lidar Flight survey and potable 

water exploration.  BDS explained 

APC wishes to work in with the 

pastoralists to enable minimal 

disturbance to station activities

BDS initiated meeting and Les and 

Jenny Smith in positive mood and 

engaged in meeting and 

understood activities.  All agreed to 

aim to meet up once all back in 

Perth to discuss activities further. 

Les and Jenny Smith in positive 

mood at this meeting and engaged 

in meeting and understood 

activities.  Les and Jenny Smith 

commented they are in process of 

engaging a lawyer to assist them 

with engaging with APC and other 

resource companies operating on 

the Lake Wells pastoral lease.  Les 

and Jenny Smith informed BDS a 

lawyer has recommended drafting 

an agreement between resource 

companies and the pastoralists.

15-Mar-17 7:50:00 AM BDS Phone Call - BDS to Les Smith Pastoralist Les Smith Call made by BDS to arrange 

timing for Lidar Flight Survey 

starting tentatively next week 23rd 

March.  Informed Les, Matt 

Shackleton (MS) would call to try 

and arrange a meeting at Coolup 

(Les and Jenny Smith's farm) later 

in week or weekend.  MS to give 

Les a call to arrange or defer.   

BDS initiated phone call and 

received good feedback from Les 

and resolved to followup with 

phone call from MS.

Les informed BDS he and his son 

Barry scheduled to head to Lake 

Wells Station Monday 20th March 

and the timing for the Lidar flight 

survey fitted OK.  

15-Mar-17 9:43:00 AM MWS Phone call to Les & Jenny Smith re MWS 

meeting them to update

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Call to Les and Jenny advising we 

are trying to finalise ASX 

announcements and unlikely to 

make it down to Coolup to meet

No problems, will aim for meeting 

when they come back from their 

next trip to Lake Wells

16-Mar-17 7:50:00 AM BDS Phone call to Les & Jenny Smith re Lidar Survey 

logistics 

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Called made to Les and Jenny 

Smith confirming board for 5-6 days 

as well as accomm at the 

Homestead and pastoralists's 

Arrival to Station next week. 

Discussed light plane landing at 

Lake Wells airstrip once possibly 

twice per day to calibrate survey 

instrument

Les informs will be at HSTD next 

Monday night 20th March and 

confirmed Jenny will cook for MNG 

Lidar crew and BDS.  Told BDS he 

defimetly wants to be there when 

the aircraft is flying as he doesn't 

want low flying in a grid pattern.  

BDS again explained Lidar flight 

pattern is much higher than the very 

low aeromagnetic surveys 

conducted by other explorers in the 

past at Lake Wells.  BDS also 

informed Lidar crew would meet 

and describe the flight survey plan 

with Les. Les seemed OK with this.  

16-Mar-17 9:08:00 AM BDS Phone call - Left brief message to Smith Coolup 

residence

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Notification only to advise that 

Carsten and Tristan (Geophysicist) 

taking flat tyres to Laverton to be 

fixed and will be on site till at least 

Sunday 20th March

Left message at Coolup number 

and will call back on weekend when 

more accurate finish date received 

from Carsten

16-Mar-17 16:12:00 PM BDS Phone call - Left brief message to Smith Coolup 

residence

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Notification only to request extra 

man from Survey company to stay 

with Accom and board for survey 

starting 23rd March next week

Left message at Coolup number 

and will call back early evening to 

confirm 3rd man ok to stay at 

Station 



16-Mar-17 16:25:00 PM BDS Phone call - Received from Les Smith Pastoralist Les Smith BDS requested extra man to stay 

for survey at HSTD with accom and 

board.  Also informed vehicle 

spotted by Carsten yesterday at 

HSTD with note to Les and Jenny 

from person working at SO4. BDS 

also informed laser survey 

instrument on aircraft and not to 

look directly at flying aircraft.

Les confirmed extra man for the 

Lidar survey team at HSTD is fine 

and asked again number of days . 

BDS replied approx. 5-6 days. Les 

confirmed vehicle at HSTD is a 

chap from SO4 who asked 

permission to leave his own car at 

station whilst working at SO4. Les 

understood regards laser on survey 

aircraft.
20-Mar-17 16:26:00 PM BDS Phone call- To Les Smith Pastoralist Les Smith BDS advised of reschedule to 

Monday 27th march due to adverse 

weather forecast and ask if Les and 

Jenny had left to LW Station as 

planned today. 

 Informed Les I would touch base 

near end of this week prior to Les 

and Jenny leaving for LW Station to 

provide update to survey based on 

weather fronts.

Les confirmed this arrangment 

would work in well and they had not 

left Coolup today as another job 

had come up at home.  Plan to now 

travel to LW on Saturday 25th 

March and finish fresh veg 

shopping just prior.  Jenny still OK 

to cater for 4 including APC BDS. 

23-Mar-17 11:42:00 AM MS Phone call to Les and Jenny Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Advised Jenny that APC had 

released an update to the market 

about all of the activities conducted 

at LW to date - being the scoping 

study. Said nothing had changesd 

between APC and them, all good 

and per normal

OK thanks for the heads up

25-Mar-17 9:11:00 AM BDS Phone call to Les and Jenny Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith BDS advised of delay for Lidar 

Survey due to major rain events at 

Laverton 120 mm and LW 25 mm 

BDS to call Les and Jenny Monday 

with weather and mobilise update

OK and thanks for the weather info

27-Mar-17 9:22:00 AM BDS Phone call from Jenny Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Jenny asked if any further details of 

rain and timing for trip.

BDS informed of total Lavton 

rainfall 130 mm and 27 mm at LW 

weather stastion 

OK and will call Jenny and Les 

tomorrow

27-Mar-17 4:50:00 AM BDS Phone call to Les Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Planned trip to check LW area and 

ask for SO4 camp's new number

BDS informed of planned trip but 

enquired for So4 camp phone 

number to learn of any travel 

movements on station or Prenti 

Down Road

Les informs Delita and Prenti 

Downs received 25mm + at eeach 

station and to try SO4 camp

28-Mar-17 8:28:00 AM BDS Phone call from Les Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Les got hrough ot SO4 camp and 

informed a crew went and fetched 

water at HSTD and track in for 5 

km E of HSTD and around HSTD 

plenty of water and road poor. 

Recommended delay field 

inspection for a few days. 

BDS agreed with Les to let station 

tracks dry out for a dew days and 

BDS plan to inspect approx Friday

Les OK with that and will plan to go 

up next Monday or pending what 

BDS finds on weekend

29-Mar-17 3:32:00 PM BDS Phone call to Jenny Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Informed drive to LW arrive Friday 

after lunch and will call with ground 

conditions. If OK can mob up on the 

weekend

BDS concurred with stakeholder 

response and requested in ground 

OK, will call survey team in for 

Monday/start and pastoralists to 

arrive Sun/Monday to cater for 

crew and APC rep.

Jenny agreed and informed could 

mob up on the weekend, probably 

Sunday

31-Mar-17 4:50:00 PM BDS Phone call to Les Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Informed ground amd all road/track 

conditions dry and OK for survey to 

commence scheduled Monday am

BDS requested Les to grade 

airstrip for aircraft to land as sand 

wash from last rain events on strip

Les informed he will travel Sunday 

arrive approx Monday noon and 

advised he would grade or tyre 

drag strip as soon as he arrives

02-Apr-17 4:12:00 PM BDS Phone call to Jenny Smith Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Check to see how Jenny is feeling 

and if Les left today for Lake Wells

If Les does decide to stop along the 

way and call Jenny, Jenny will ring 

BDS to inform.

Jenny ok but in some pain and 

going for more tests tomorrow.  Les 

left very early this am and will try 

and drive through to station this 

evening.



07-Apr-17 9:12:00 PM BDS Converstion with Les Smith whilst checking 

grader work

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith General converastion whilst 

travelling to check grade work for 

the water exploration holes in BDS 

ute :  Les queried fresh water 

required for the project and effect 

on stock and said he was surprised 

when MS told him how much 

potable water is required.  At one 

site Les said 'you should get a 

bigger rig if it gets hard so you can 

get your holes down and don't 

waste money haveing to come 

back with a bigger one'.                  

Les also went onto say how tough 

the SO4 crews have it with 

stringent conditions set down by 

Tim Carmody on Prenti Downs.  

Les also mentioned the 10 page 

lawyer letter which he informs had 

guidelines as to what an exploration 

company has to comply with on a 

pastoral lease and as an example 

told me '400 m from a windmill, or 

yard' and pastoralists are entitled 

to' number of vehicles and 

registration plates number and 

BDS responded regards the water 

search that pastoralist water 

requirements will always be 

quarantined and first priority.     In 

response to Les's comments about 

S04, I commented I wouldnt 

comment about S04, but pointed 

out APC has always engaged and 

co-operated with Les and Jenny 

over a long sustained and 

successful period, which Les 

agreed with.  

Les reiterated regards the catering 

and being mucked around with 

blokes going into Laverton 

(although conceded the weather 

played a part and Jenny being 

unwell was contributing factor as 

well).  He is unhappy regards not 

being paid for the laydown area 

post March (we have 6 palletes and 

a stack of 6m PVC casing there - 

the rest is an empty area).  Also 

mentioned the APC office - and not 

getting any rent or money for that.  

At end of drive , Les was fine to 

grade into the sites shown and we 

had a pleasant cup of tea and 

biscuits back at HSTD.    

27-Jun-17 2:30:00 PM AR, ST, LC Briefing to DMP (now DMIRS) re: project 

referrals. Overview of current project definition, 

proposed approach to environmental 

assessments.

DMIRS (L Copeland, I Mitchell, L 

Banks)

Noted increased scale of project 

(compared to project definition in 

2016).  Offered to attend briefing 

with OEPA.

Welcomed participation of DMIRS 

at OEPA briefing.

28-Jun-17 10:05:00 AM CK Conversation with Jenny Smith (0400 692 661) 

regarding drilling on Anglo tenement E38/2988 in 

late July/August

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Jenny said no problems at that 

time, but she will run it past Les to 

make sure. 

CK will see Les and Jenny at Lake 

Wells on Monday 3rd July and 

confirm that drilling is still OK at that 

time. Also reminded Jenny that 

Anglo have rehabilitated (ripped) 

their tracks so might need some 

grader work from Les. 

28-Jun-17 10:40:00 AM CK Conversation with Les Smith regarding drilling on 

E38/2988 in late July/August 

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Les said they were trapping all the 

time but no problem - they would 

work around any drilling we were 

doing
05-Jul-17 11:00:00 AM AR, ST, LC Briefing to OEPA re: project referrals & 

assessment

OEPA (C Stanley, M Young). L 

Banks and L Copeland (DMIRS) 

also in attendence

OEPA considers project should be 

referred.  Raised issue of possible 

presence of night parrot.

APC said baseline surveys had 

included specific observations for 

night parrot - none detected.  

Fauna report not yet available.  

APC expressed concern that 

current DBCA guidelines did not 

define any path for demonstrating 

absence of night parrot.

OEPA adopts a 'risk-based 

approach' to environmental 

assessment.



07-Jul-17 3:00:00 PM AR, ST, LC Briefing to DWER re: project referrals & 

environmental assessment

DWER (D Eyre, T Gentle) Clarification of need for  Part V 

works approval / licence for trial 

ponds and other early works.  Part 

V permitting of solar salt production 

generally only required for 

commercial operation.  D Eyre 

advised compaction plant  might - 

but would not necessarily - be 

classified as a Category 80 

prescribed premises (non-metallic 

mineral processing), which attracts 

a registration rather than a licence. 

Noted DWER advice: APC will only 

seek works approvalls & licences 

for commercial (not investigative) 

programmes.

DWER to look into permitting 

requirements for potash production 

generally, given number of projects 

under development.

20-Jul-17 9:00:00 AM AB Conversation with Les Smith regarding drilling on 

E38/2988 and E38/1903 in throughout August 

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith Les said they were trapping all the 

time but no problem - they would 

work around any drilling we were 

doing
14-Aug-17 6:40:00 PM CK Conversation with Les Smith regarding 

discharging test pumping water onto salt lake 

surface - from production bore to be constructed 

on Anglo ground. permission. 

Pastoralist Les Smith After he expressed concerned that 

he might be comeback to him if 

environmental damage resulted 

explained to Les the POW process 

APC are going through - 1 part of 

which is gaining the landholders 

permission

Les said OK, as long as there was 

no disruption to his cattle operaton

06-Sep-17 12:30:00 PM MS Phone call with Bruce Smith - Laverton based 

elder on the heritage survey. Discussed Heritage 

Protection Agreements as opposed to Heritage 

Agreements.

Bruce Smith Bruce is willing to a assist in 

facilitating HPA in light of the 

absence of a native title claim, in 

the interests of ensuring APC does 

not inadvertently disturb significant 

artefacts etc

Agreed to continue this 

conversation with Bruce as 

development proceeds

Agreed

08-Sep-17 12:15:00 PM MS Meeting with Matt Syme, CEO of neighbouring 

Salt Lake Potash Limited (ASX: SO4)

Matt Syme Discussed LIDAR survey shareing 

costs, Prime Logistics sharing costs 

of logistics survey

Happy with the progress we are 

making on various project areas

Agreed to continue to cooperate

12-Sep-17 12:30:00 PM MS Phone call to Patrick Hill, President of the 

Laverton Shire

Patrick Hill, Laverton Shire Discussed with Patrick the current 

status of the Yilka NT 

Determination

Looking for guidance on how or if 

APC should interact with the Yilka

Patrick suggested we don't and that 

he is best placed to manage that 

communication in light of the 

sensitive nature of local indigenous 

community relations
20-Sep-17 9:45:00 AM MS Meeting with Les Smith and Jenny Smith at their 

Coolup property

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith L&J would like to see a map of the 

enitre lake area we are exploring 

with tracks and drill holes on it. Also 

advised me that their lawyer for the 

purposes od discussing any 

potential acquisition of interests

Agreed to provide maps. Noted 

legal advisors name.

Comfortable with the way work is 

progressing although mindful of 

APC's obligations under the various 

PoWs.

22-Sep-17 10:30:00 AM MS Met with Les & Jenny Smith, and Matt Syme at 

Tim Pepper's office - the legal advisor to the 

Smiths

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith, 

Matt Syme, CEO Salt Lake Potash

All discussed possible transaction 

scenarios and instruments to 

remunerate the Smiths for the 

exploraiton camps etc at Lake 

Wells Station

Agreed that Tim Pepper to draft 

agreement and SO4 and APC to 

share costs

Agreed with course of action

31-Oct-17 10:00:00 AM MS Phone call with Clay Witchen/DI at DMIRS 

Kalgoorlie

Clay Witchen/DMIRS Kal CW discussed the recent incident 

reported by APC around Prime sub-

contractors getting bogged on site

MS advised that APC standing by 

to understand the DMIRS' 

perspective on PMPs versus PoWs 

as a way of progressing exploration

Will be in touch

31-Oct-17 3:00:00 PM MS Phone call to Tim Pepper Tim Pepper, Pastoralist's legal 

advisor

Lease agreement drafted and with 

the Smiths for review

MS to speak with Smith's about 

next steps

TP agreed to also speak with his 

client re next steps
08-Nov-17 12:30:00 PM MS Email to Clay Witchen/DMIRS Clay Witchen/DMIRS Kal Response to PMP information Refer e-mail Unknown

09-Nov-17 12:30:00 PM MS Phone call to Matt Syem/CEO Salt Lake Potash Matt Syme DMP inspections, airstrip upgrade, 

Elders valuation of Lake Wells 

station

Acknowledged Acknowledged



28-Nov-17 9:00:00 AM MS Meeting with Les Smith and Jenny Smith at their 

Coolup property

Pastoralists Les and Jenny Smith L&J have spoken to Pastoralists 

Land Board re permission to sell, 

potentially WED or THUR next 

week to meet with new laweyrs in 

Bunbury, MS to provide copies of 

PoWs, MS to e-mail map of drill 

holes and tenure, Smith's would 

like to see assays of samples taken 

from station bores

Agreed Happy with progress and becoming 

more aware of rights and 

responsibilities under the Mining 

Act etc


